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MRS. VENETTOZZI FINALIST JJJjJPlans for th
III Lllft
\\ 1 " w|
J
« nineteenth annual
Wl kl tf-i ■ ■ ■ I
w l ^
Military Ball, sponsored by East■»#
v -r v' M" i • • ••
. 1L
. ern's ROTC, are now in the final
Mrs. Vasile Venettozzi, voice instructor of the music stages among the advanced comdepartment, traveled to Chicago recently, February 7 to 10, mittee chairman.
U1
on a trip to audition for the Metropolitan Opera Company
- **W&f ^e
cream of the formal events of the
in their Regional Auditions.
school year at Eastern, will be
held Friday evening, March 8, in
Mrs. Venettozzi was chosen as
one of the 18 finalists from 85
the Student Union Building. John
semi-finalists from Illinois, IndiTweddell and his orchestra will
ana and Kentucky. She was the
provide.the music ffor the dance,
which will last from 9 p.m. to 1
only finalist from -Kentucky. ■ *
Five finalists were singled out
a.m. The admission price of $3.00
includes an attractive favor as a
from the 18, three of these for
special awards. Among the segift of the Corps.
lected three, "Mrs. V." was awardQueen Athena will have fourteen attendants, all of whom were
ed the Titcomb Award.
chosen by cadets as sponsors of
Mr. Max Rudolph of the MetroPIANISTS GOLD AND FIZDALE
respective battalions and compapolitan Opera Company in New
nies. The court Includes Shirley
York, was the judge for the finalTirey, senior from Beattyyille, 1st
ists. Followmg the auditions a
battalion sponsor; Janice. Camptea was given in honor of the
bell, senior from Corbin, 2nd batfinalists at the home of Mrs. Waltalion sponsor; Jonnie Sue Zoochi,
ter Wolf, .leading patron of the
senior from Fondo, 3rd battalion
Chicago opera.
sponsor; Doris Sue E verm an,
-Mrs. Venettozzi arrived home.
sophomore from Ashland, Com. Sunday morning to find red roses
pany A; Mary Kappas, freshman
awaiting her from the members'
from Covington, Company B; Car^"
of-Eastern's Music Club and Music
lene Willoughby, senior from Haz„_,
,
a
Council. ' The flowbrs were a tok-.
ard.
Company
C;
Toni
Zarnas,
The
miraculous
hands
of
two interpreters miracuen of their congratulations for
freshman
from
Ashland,
Company
lously
combined!"
.
.
.
Cerreiere
della
sera, Milan, Italy.
her fine work.
.- Of her trip, Mrs. Venettozzi said
VASILE VENETTOZZI
Stfc2?pJS°SS STtty's'uTco"- , . /'Remarkable two-piano team . . . Their playing; is of th«
that it was a thrill to sing from
reii, junior from Neon, Company highest caliber." . . . Saturday Review.
the Chicago Opera ^ stage. S h e the young American singers,
added that Mr. Rudolph offered
Mrs. Venettozzi will present a frim^mlng^Spany^X?
' .SfcfSjt °f **9&t ; ' ■ $ Soir, Paris
suggestions and criticisms about recital here in the nean future.
bara Bowman, sophomore from
Everything was played to perfection, with an eleRichmond, Company H; Pat ciev- gance, taste, and finish not to be found in any current twoenger, sophomore from Winches- piano team." . . . New York Herald Tribune.
ter, Company I; Elizabeth Combs, COMmunity CONcert fols dc .... like
freshman from Columbus, Ind.,
There are a few words of praise
Ernest Hutcheson.
sponsor of the Pershing Rifles; that have been showered on pianThe team has *een a great
and Mary Bosshammer, freshman iSta Arthur Gold and Nobert Fiz- scene
favoritesince
on the European musical
from Covington, sponsor of the dale who will present a concert
t«ei«* debut with the
Band.
Wednesday, March 13j at 8 p.m. 1949
Orchestra Nacionale in Paris In
Committee chairmen who have in Hiram Brock Auditorium in
- Popular at the major music
?*fe °}e Planfl «w the gala fes- connection with the Community '••Ovals, for the past five year*
tivities include: Cadet Corps Com- Concert series.
Oiey have toured^in Europe annumander Billy C. Carrier of
Praised by critics, Gold and Ital
**** appearing inT}ngland, France,
Waynesburg, general chairman; Fizdale are celebrating their tenth ,andy> Belgium, Holland, SwitzerStanley G. Bonta, Cadet Lt. Col. anniversary of joint performance
- Germany and Austria.
1
: c ad€t on the concert sta e m season
R"*r*J -, wmV
*^ ?T
«
*
'
r C-.1
^f'v.
VViUiam
Vockery ^from
Their annual concert
tours
have- CAM
L.
A
lchmo
?a
"^ *<*?*?• Walter Bany- reaped critical acclaim in large 50PflS OQl
§[
as Cadet Captain from Lynch, cities and small towns throughout Z
"V *
™and James,Osborne,!Cadet Major the country. .As soloists, they-*C^^U Cl.4fcaaek.ei
1.
' Sffhtaonanr«^trao0ntS; ^^ hSVe appeared-with Symphony or- 30C.I MO HID
*
• Rfohlnnd
' *IK f ■ w?re r>^u
' <*"*«»■»Cincinnati," rfttebirgh, ' i >W, . , r. ■ ■ - '
p
Brock D llas and
o & (2f'
* '•^~ Z
' *
Houston. Among the A- Sock Hop will be eiven b-r
g^s CattldfThomi cE ^ghTtB °f th€ir Ca/eer W" the the Sophomor^ cTaSs fromTsoZ
r
D
g££n Gerald
%£%*!&Jm£
S«^n
m t^'^T^^ ^ ^ ^^
ments;
Bavd. Cadet CSD- hS^uKor
w
f
T Two
**. «««*
will be in the basement of Burnam

V\
n 1

Duo-Pianists To Perform; .-!
Community Concert March 13

READ 'EM AND WEEP!

Here's Where Your Money Goes

v

taintefromeumon&CPa. 2Smony; Wendell Sanders, Cadet
Captain from Louisville, floor;
John Tweddell, Cadet Major from
Ashland music; R. C. Creekmore.
C
^'«t»Ijt CoL ftom *******
P"M^y- -

JxTeonaS *&£? ^"^
Ctokl the elder bTone vear was
bon? ,n Toronto Canada rf'C
22 parenS° At SSShe was at"
SSyP^Tompan*57Hf^JSr. a
soprano, whenever she sang. When
hePwas six, he started intensive
piano study and later worked undfer Josef and Rosina Lhevinne.
Fizdale was born in Chicago,
also of Russian descent, and comes
of a musical family which boasted
a flutist in the Czar's private orchestra. A child prodigy like
Senior Class members voted to Gold, he started his piano studies
dedicate the 1957 Milestone to at the age of six. Among his
Victor Venetozai, EngUsh depart- teachers were eminent mentors
ment, at a recent meeting, Wednesday, February 13. Mr. "V" has
been sponsor of the class for the
past four years.
aLso decld d
i,1"11* c,aS8
« to hold
l
JJf„ ^, sc
f "T1, £XS£ *l CTP~
ff"
,
™ ^"Onston._ Bev Sex„°,n g waa ,na»nea chairman in
^ t t£ ^ arrangements The
J*^,0/J5' 1)an^uet has not *>••"
announced.

Seniors Dedicate
Milestone To Mr. V.

EASTERN STUDENTS SHOPPING DOWNTOWN —
iordl
R. R. Richards, Eastern faculty member. Richmond's merchants and
tradesmen benefit greatly by purchases made by ESC students,
Two freshmen from DanvUle, Betty Coffey (left), 18, and Shirley
Kelsay, 20, are shown buying articles today at a local drug store
The clerk is Mrs. Betty Warren whose husband, Rufford Warren,
attends Eastern.

danCe
2*1 ^T* to ""door
"*
*?
***«
basement
' Adnal*
8i0rb WiU
ten cento>
5?
'
Dean Emma Y Case Md
**•
*"* ^ Wilnam Stocket, tM
3S&*" °' J1". 8°Phomore«. «»
£& *??* *™ *»» *»* ™»
TMrty
wil>7:3
»• on
the 27th of Fe*.
%**? at
° in toe basement of
1
f""""* Hall. There will be re"*"*>
and dancing.
As aoon
•*
Oie weather permfta
nnd
Oie barn can be cleared, the
Sophomore Class will sponsor a
barn dance in one of the college
barns. All are requested to watch
dance in the spring.

tool Thespians Meet
For Drama festival Here

Eastern students watched with interest today and yesterday as some nine high school drama groups gathered in
Hiram Brock Auditorium for the Spring Drama Festival
Photo Club in a recent meeting ft6re here annually,

Rotarians Are Told How Much Photo Club Beefs
Si Mills its president for
ESC Students Spend In Town elected
the spring semester. Other officers
The amount of money spent in
downtown Richmond per year by
Eastern State College students is
approximately $1,850,196, a figure
slightly higher than the sum derived from aU the cattle, calves,
aheep, Iambs, horses and mules
sold in the city during a 12-months
P6".0**.— -,
The value of E»atern^a-a»"'"'-se
of trade for local merchants and
business people was revealed in
an address delivered Tuesday
night before the Richmond Rotary
Club by R. R. Richards, professor
of accounting at Eastern.
Richards obtained statistical information by polling 15 per cent

Easternites were invited to at- or-conscious, Conscience", "Hurrtthese one-act productions and cane Hill", "Sorry, Wrong Numof the male students and 5.6 per e,ect«J were Jim Smith, vice-prea- perhaps seech a group from their ber", "Truth in Bondage", "The
cent of the co-eds. With the in- and
W«»t; Carol Spurlock, secretary; ""^ "6™ • oo4sBarrier", and "The Valiant" Midformation he was able to ascertain
Verena LaFuze, treasurer.- - Yesterday
thespians
from
Dunway Junior College prese>.te<t
what the entire student body The club meets the first and third rtson
°?r- s£ott Cou«ty, Elkhorn, Har- "Undertow".
spent in downtown Richmond. He Thursdays of each month to teach
County, Nicholasville, BelleEastern drama coach and Enge
11 Count
used last semester's enrollment better photography through instruc- y^
*
T,?"
y^
ndei-son
and
lish
instructor, Gerald Hopaker,
figure of 2,501.
tion, demonstration and practice Veraa
llles high schools- presented served as adjudicator of the twor B ectlv
Makes Comparison
The members have use of the Ph<> 'f f P
« order: 'Now That day compeUUon. He watched
Fot a
nine-monthe school term, to Club darkroom and cameras
^ 1 -S.ei!e"'»,"Ar}a da capo'*.. every ^productfon, noting strong
Riehar^s found that Eastern boys Membership is still ODen to the
Telltale Heart"i."AJ»Iodern and .weak features of the producnde
inderella",
"Balcony Scene", tions. Each presentation is judged
spend f979,164 and that girls spend ^^*"££ and anvonV
mterest
^
'
9
f463,908. This figure he Com- frT? „^2
^ f^S
JZl next
jl Good Medicine", "The Lamb in (superior, excellent, good and fair),
r
nC
pared with f 1,437.331, the sum de- ^mg^w.J !S»tJZ. ,* J"*
the- Window",
V
"The Heritage of and a sheet of criticisms is mailed
rived from a year's local sale of m{r""5: „SLw,!i.' -„. Wimpole
Stre-t", and "The
Boor", to'the school. The one high school
Today
cattle and calves. The fl,650.1M .J^J"? E3£5S! SSZOL S2" *
' ^^^^ °arth. '^«- ™ted superior will compete in
figure mentioned above is obtained "V black and white pictures, mak- tion City, Cynthiana. Breathitt, the state festival at the UiUveraiby adding f217,124, the amount "^ portraits, and photo copying Lafayette, and Henry Clay hUrh tv of Kentucky Lexington
latin(Ooattuied on Page Seven)
and making silouettes.
schools gavo "special Guest'. "Col- in the spring.
'***"«toa' *»lOT
tend

•

•
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GROUCHES

A bi-weekly publication by ana about the students of Eastern
Eastern Kentucky State College
Richmond, Kentucky
v
Member of Associated Collegiate Press
Subscription rate: two dollars yearly

By

Groucho

(A series of observations which
when taken Individually prove
very little but when taken collectively pn<.c that the grille coffee tasts like dish water.)
Special Notice: The spring astromony class has opened for another session. Meetings are held
nightly in the ravine. Enrollment
is highly recommended since credit hours are appliable towards an
Mrs. degree. . . .

The Editors of Progress
PEGGY HINKLE
DOUG ROBINSON
JANET THOMPSON
Business Manager
Sports Editor
Circulation Manage
Aldwi Hatch
Berf Bach
Jack Forman
Staff: Mim Holmes, Shirley Dillow, Bonnie Kirk, Delia Warren,
Jack Forman, Jack Rodgers, Sharon Brown, Tom Logsdon, Shelby
Crowe, Lois Samson, Laura Lee Bell, Joyce Royalty, Pat Allison,
Michelle Dann, Bonnie King, Billy Jane Osborne, Shelia Campbell,
Evelyn Morgan, Elyse Roberts. Don Miller, Grace Danner, Joseph
Schultz, Scottie Brown, Bert Bach, Jeannene Fraley, Jerry Franklin,
A friend of mine, Tommy Logsdon, has found a new way to do
Anna Thaler.
his laundry; he just leaves his
clothes on when he hikes .a shower. . . .

Senior Sponsor Speaks To Seniors

The meanest student on the
campus is the one who keeps tearall the pictures out of the
I graduated from Eastern one month before the ing
library's copy of Esquire. . 4 '.

present members of the senior class enrolled as freshmen. I am one of the last members of the old ex-servi*emen order of things on Eastern's campus. My observetions during the past four years give me a whereof-lspeak authority to make the following comments to
.1
1
i•
the graduating seniors:
The coming and going of ex-servicemen left the
faculty with a habit of working with mautre individuals,
You are the class that included few ex-servicemen; but
you were expected to meet the mature requirements to
which the faculty had become accustomed. You have
succeeded. Because of your success Eastern will enjoy an even greater degree of excellence as an institution of higher learning.
.,
. .
. . ■■
.
1
1
VL
You have taken part in an intellectual awakening,
Many of those who began their college career with
you are not making preparation for graduation. Their
inability to "make the grade" can be traced to this
awakening.
Preparing to meet increased expectations and improved standards has left you with little time for socialixing. You have had to use your time wisely in order to
k,i .
.
nowingly help to make this awakening a success.
That you have succeeded is being made known by the
t
.
L« i •
i
J
i •
'i if

clamor for your services which is already making itself
heard.
....

•

. . «.

...

Lift up your headsl Your accomplishments warrant
their being lifted up. You will leave Eastern a better
place than you found it. You represent the new reputetion of this institution.

taitiatfbr. Out Of Hand

-*

•

.

'■•

Much acturfty on the campus during the past week
Was been devoted to the military. The annual Pershing
Rifles began an initiation—or was it an initiaton? In
the view «t the Pershing Rifles it was, but in the View of
.4|,.r. ftn
.,-„..,
j* .cii«*l 14 r*»r*A/J M«* mm AnA
others
on *kthe
campu
►he car
ipuj, If w
wasnott t Started OUt as One,
ljui got 0j*t of hand.

.'■•....
• #•
L , 11
i
i i i
•
..I
Initiations are tine, but they should be secret, With
Only members of the Organization participating in them,

l^.n„ that this wasn't ,o this year A group of stu.
who
TTIIV vivt
dig uvi
not uciuny
belong to
IU the
ine Rifles
rvinoa took
IUUR mailers
matters
into their own hands and decided to help the organiza♦ion initiate its pledgees. They must think of themselves
as being very important for this act—and for others
that they committed*, such as banding together in a
group and jumping a lone pledgee while he was carry?ng out hi, prescribed initiation by guardin, a certain
spot on the campus with a broom stick for a rifle. This
is where a lot of trouble and rumors started, causing
much comment on the campus.
*
But it was not al| "M\ week" for the boys; outtide of the humorous little incidents such as the pledgjes jitterbugging together in the griD—they appeared
to like this very much—, rolling cigarettes and pencils
on the floor with their noses, and doing other silly, ridicqlous things that everyone enjoys watching, the boys
had some educational trips, such as night and morning
maneuvers. Tnen they were taken to tHe dance Friday
night—those that hmd a date. For those that did not
have a date, there was something else in store. They
had a little work to do, but then afterwards they were
given their own private party.
dents
wnia

r

r

, ,*££ 5j*SBC££ £ t£ !£.
o'clock curfew.. . .
Basketball games would be
n»uc»» "©re enjoyable if they
would make chronic standuppers
sit on mtJ t^ riw. . . .
^ ulttoiato m btmuty fMa ^
be reached when science finds a
Jgf to "»*» * artificial dim-

Our celebrities Delia and Phil aren't really doing anything; they're
just poslhg happily for our photographer. . . .

One of the sharpest, brainiest (although she hates the
word) gals on campus is sophomore Delia Ann Warren*
known to a few "dear" friends as Deller.

-*» »y "**** «*• ***** *»*
Warren.
Very seiaom seen wunout a piece
of music in his hand/ John Philip
(only 1 please) Landgrave is a
tall, blond and fascinating senior
in hir. second year at Eastern.
Phil spent the firet two years of
his college career at Emory Uni^*f!+{^^~*-f*
versity in Atlanta, Ga., where he
has been missing since last
went after graduating from BeechWodn , a
wood High in his home town of
« * y- •
A lot of people seem to think
South Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky.
Probably one of the most widely
St. Peter is going to grade on
traveled students around, Phil has
the curve. ...
really seen a lot of the world. la
Eastern should be in line for
the summer of '84, he toured many
some sort of sanitation trophy;
countries of Europe with the At™r trash cans are about the most
lanta Baptist Associational Choir.
spotless in the state.
The summer of '55 saw him in
the Far East as choir director of
should bear in mind
the Miss Atlanta USO show and he
that college is P seven day ,u?fc
has also toured the Caribbean with
not a f,ve
**> v,s,t- ; •
the Emory University Glee. Club. >
tj,j8
^ratnsr up material
Since coming to. Eastern, PhjJ.
be
t
headcolumn is getting to
has
given of his talents to a high
a<he—if you have any grouches
degree. Much of his time is spent
w aspirins, mail'em to EKSC,
directing the B. S. U. Choir, ai>
Box SIS. Richmond. Kentucky,
ranging music for and singing bass
* ^rhank. c
*
- ■•**¥•
irouuts,
roue o
changes the color of her gray eyes. with the "Pastels." playing bari<«_j
*■ i,_ *._
n
w. M Music-wise, She "just loves Stan tone sax for the "Headliners," and
<*"d *£*■ fe. *»-«■-*» iol Kenton. Harry Beiafonte, and also lending his wonderful voice
player called Earl.
to some of their numbers. He is
tillib just a£utTi J some
' But sax
tveryone
has
a
few
dislikes,
a
member of the OAKs, Kappa Delaggravating, un respectable, and
and
Delia
makes
no
attempt
to
be
ta
• Pi, Who's Who in America*
uncourteous acts at games. I, too, different. Icky sentimentality ap- Universities
and Colleges, and last
have suffered tike unpleasantness pears to be her pet gripe and year was awarded
the Alverson
of finding myself behind such getting up in. the morning runs Award aj the outstanding
junisg
characters at sports events.
a close second. ' : *
at Eastern/
**~
Reader.)
One of the most active coeds
Phil's goals fisr the future, are
"•on campus,, Dell*" works hard as higL and admirable. Hs plans *•
a Cwen, a cabinet member of the, gtjt his master's and doctor's atIVIOIIStrOSIiflOS Sophomore class, a member of the^ g^^g m mug\c and eventually setProgress staff, a Big Sister, a Ue mto a carw}r <* writing, arSome people look forward to the member of the, Jefferson County ranging and conducting religions
day when science will give us ma- Club, and a committee chairman music.
chines capable of serious thought, for^ Uttie Treater.
He to fond of writing poetry (tf
** I happen to know that we siGenerosity is Delia's middle he should snatch a-spare minuls)
^^y £!£ wch roacWnea. In name, and since she is always "up
says he can't think of masp*
fact, we have several right here on her books," she is frequently and
dislikes,
but adds with a grin/*
on the campus.
called on by friends for a little except sweet
potatoes and es#instance,
in
the
basement
tutoring
in
English,
history,
or
For
ned grasshoppers." His favorits
of Beckham there's a sneaky coke numerous other subjects that people are down-to-earth, typical.
So with pleasure we say "HatsZflSSXttJSSfcl ""*"
'^
She **"
works hard;
she* studies
wailing
waiting for some unsuspecting hard, but she still finds time to Off" to such a swell fella'—an
enjoy herself. So for these rea- inspiration and friend to all who
to feed him a nickel.
*"£%,
v
MoCreary there's an illigeti- sons—a happy life, well managed know him.
mate
i
_j hot
plate that to ass a
d eo reA and bk>w,

*

»

a fu e ever

»

y

time she sees potatoes without
their jackets.
In the basement of the Ad.

"Home" to Delia is Valley Station, a suburb of Louisville. (Della feels that is an important fact.)
A graduate of the far-famed Manual High in Louisville, Deller is
attending Eastern on a four-year
renewable Breckinridge scholarship.
Young Miss Warren has many
grand ambitions, but her most important' goal is to take a trip
a round the world. Keeping an A
average in college seems to be no
chore for the easy-going Delia,
who also has ambitions of a more
domestic nature.
And speaking of domesticity, a
menu planned by Delia might include chili, milk and fried green
tomatoes, her favorite foods, believe it or not! As to her favorite
pastimes, she enjoys Las Vegas
Solitaire and a good deep, interesting (and often thick) book. Although Delia keeps mum about a
few
things, it is whispered by her
best friend* that she.collects cows
and grows flowers in her windows. Green is theshecolor
she
likes most
feelfl il

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

£££? «£•£, *a^-«^^
making insulting dick* and
SSSX
"""" ~"1"** * **
clumsy typewriters.
The grouchy pencil sharpener In

? iTr****,*-?""
tweddUng hi* handle as he digests
"VKTSSK S rtt.. ■!,"■■
milk-shake mixer that's always
{S'ereain18 """^ and **"**** *■
The most pitfui campus machine
ln the
self-conscious class whistle;
ft^t^W!
*y-y refused to toot his own
'
Utters to Hit Editors
Dear Sir:

Like anything else, this initiation business has its
Don't you believe your paper
good and bad points. But certainly it could have been w°uJd be just as interesting u
I
etter without s0 much jeering from the initiators and C$5*$^ forl^i^
years
the onlookers. Of course, the pledgee's expected a end nave been a regular visitor
at the Administration Building
rough time and a rough time they got.
basement "Hearts" games, — alsoa
frequent partactpent in these
But next year when the initiation comes again, let's
Hope t)>at it will be carried out on a more adult level" ^^ made"en ST^^gmS.
and that the students will behave accordingly ami not These games are an strict^- Am.
like children of niejti. school who want everyone to know Lrt'9 k*^clareBosfjs«!itorl
.who they are and that they're around.
student union aug.

tfmMMlvx^wtzMS&n two m Mjusms!

I
I
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A VISIT WITH MR. HONAKER
AND HIS WOULD-BE ACTORS

'

* The life of an actor is an arduous one—one filled with
long frustrating hours of rehearsals until that dreaded but
eagerly, awaited opening night when the actors are so sick
and scared that you think they'll never be able to go on.
But they do! Each show has its own troubles and certainly
"Golden
Boy's" toughest bouts have been behind the ring4
side view of the audience. They have really had a fight!
Doing a show in four weeks is a hard enough job alone,
. but with all the confusion and blocks put in their way the
cast has kept on with a determination that would kill an
elephant. So let's take a bird's eye-view of some of things
and happenings that have gone on putting "Golden, Boy"
together. " '

*

Here ** MM what the IUIIMLSM.U never mmi» what goes en. «
wage when the set l» beta* buHt. This is a phase" that our wuuM taj
*■*» ••J** *"»» fcrtunt with their work comes a chance to let
mat hair dawn. Here we mm Coach, oh excuse us, Mr. Henakefi »•
seen, giving directions, an imiml, to Mary and Don an they pot the
finishing; touches on a flat. . . .
HKM.- WHO?

the first thing to do in drop In on try-outs. Here' we find Mr. Honaker, dubbed "Coach" by some
person who quickly became very unpopular, picking out his final cast and going over the discussion
of the characters and the plot of the play. The cast seems very happy . . . but wait until thev ret
to work. ...
■..-"-

This Is An Empty Space

Now we're at the final dress rehearsal. The past three weeks have
been very hectic bat Peggy aad Bta appear to he quite eahn la one
of their more touching scenes In the play. BUI mast he exptatatag
something quite soothing because Peggy appears to be quite overpowered. ...
y

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!

SWEET. SHOP
North- Second Strict

L

We7 the xittnV'•ft- tktf Pregrato, i
wish, to Apologize for this empty
spare in the lilhhlfc of your copy.
Frankly, we couldn't think of anything to print here. We could
have, as many of our competitors
have done, thrown In a filler toil*
tag yon such useful facts as the
length of Wmrny DurahtWs nose,
the formula tor finding the coefficient of linear expansion of rice
pudding:, or the number of scrub
boards sold hi the United States
last year, hat we've .an honest
staff and if wo don't have anything to print in a space we'll tell
we don't.
We have a favor to ask of you,
dear reader. If you know any
little thing that has happnasd on
the campus, writs an- article about
It now before you forget aad paste
your article over this blank ■pace ■
In yoar copy. Thear wo will all
be' itaypy. Thank- yon.
One out of four ♦families will
be touched by the tragedy of
automobile accident, in the
10 years'

about our national Uaflle
gency.

Who comforts me in dark despair?
Who runs light fingers through my hair?
Who cooks my meals and dams my hose?
Who squeeaes nosedrops in my nose ? ,,
Who always had a word of praise?
Sets out my hoots en rainy days?
Who scrubs my back when in the shower?
And wakes me up the proper hour?
In brief, who keeps me on the beam?
And figures in my every dream?
I do.

■
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*

•

HUGHES PONDERS OVER
Sparks BASEBALL PROSPECTS
•

-

■•

W.R.A. is the familiar abbreviation for Women's Recreation
Association. Many of Eastern's
girls belong to this fme organization of which the main purpose is
to promote feUowship, sportsmanship and fair play among its members. It was designed to take the
place of intra-mural sports, whicn
are not to be found here for wornen's recreation Almost all sports
are offered and every girl takes
part in any sport she desires.
Meets More Often
W.R.A. is a very close-knit
group due to the fact that it
meets every day Mondays through
Thursdays from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. instead of once or twice a
month as most campus organizations do.
■The club has officers and Ms
' sponsored by Mrs. Roy Kidd who
meets daily with the girls. It is
a member of the Kentucky Athletic Federation,-of College Wornen and attends many clinics such
as the one held last year at the
University of Cincinnati for hockey and a recent one at the University of Kentucky for basketball. At ttiese clinics the girls
learn ways- to fo.prove their pl&y
ing .team setup and officiating.
Now Two Groups
Because of the increasing numbers of Freshmen, W.R.A. has
been divided into two groups—
the freshmen and the varsity,
- Everytime they have a meet with
another school, *wo games are

■

'

... tL

■-'■

. Coach Charles "Turkey" Hughes reports that the status
of his 1957 rendition of Eastern baseball is a big question
views taken by John Sebest, a Maroon gridiron mark. The loss of te* members frpm last year's squad will
star.
definitely be felt; however, Coach Hughes states that fall
Sports have a significant plan in the educa- practice showed several freshmen and returning servicemen

tional life of the American people. In one form wno seem £0 have promise.
or another sports' appeal to old and young, men
^ ■
and women, and residents of both city and rural Pitching Seems Least tut
areas. Many millions of people enjoy actfve parApparently the pitching departticipation in athletics; others enjoy just being a ment felt the least blow from the
bystander and watching the contests progress, loss of the squad members last
Sports serve valuably in taking much of--our year.. Remaining intact with the
leisure time. Many of us notice that sports arti- exception of fastbailer Ron Pellecles consume much newspaper space. We must grinon and curving Gene Ballinagree with what the dean of sportswriters. Grant- ger, the staff will still boast havland Rice, ha* to say: •'Sports appeal to more mg huriers who notched five of
millions than politics, finance, theatre, motion their seven 1956 victories. Inpictures, art, literature, or any other single entry eluded in these moundsmen is Jim
in the American way of life. Widespread partici- Riser, a southpaw who was the
pation in sports has become a phenomenon in club's top pitcher, last campaign
American life."
with a 3-0 record. Dan Bennett,
Ae we can see, the present has far exceeded Hugh Gabbard, Stan! and returnthe past generations in sporting activity, active ing serviceman Bobby Richardson
participation, discussion. - The number passing wju bolster the'staff,
.
through and into our stadiums, fieldhouses, and dUMnt Offers Problem.
ST?"?".!!"18 «f8 ,Ia?irdly 'n0""^- -» waB sa,d
A replaeeme* for catcher Don
"??' ^rin? W°r!d ^ U 8^>rtS con^ts were Boyer
will be difficult. Boyer was
J
attended at a rate of one million spectators per
sparkpIag. of the squad last
S211 v^r^ iSS™^ yearVas* batted .373, paced
365 million per year. This being seven to ten years ^
production with four, led
ago, certainly the amount of attendance has risen ^ ^ £g seven ^^ and
greatly.
grabbed RBI honors with 19.
What is a sport? Many
Chief contenders for the receivrimes this question has been ask- ing position seem to be John Sejxi with only a few ' competent best and Leo Perkins.
Sebest,
I answers received. I feel as who has also played outfield, was
:hings have to be accepted John with the club last season and hit
R. Tunis expresses it well. "A .205. Perkins is a freshman who
jport is a game or some form of looked, impressive in fall training,
physical exercise which is' inilulged in because of" the fun Good Prospects In Infield
hlicited from playing the game;
The infield has primarily the
ive gain
the same excitement same second base problem which
6
■from watching a game. This hampered it a year ago. Jim Whitexcitement is fun.
aker, Okie Newsome Dick DudSebest
Sports today have maintained somewhat of gfon Charley Barnett and Butch
a twofold purpose. One is- that It is set up as a Fugate wUl be fighting it out for
recreational and educational function; the other ^at spot.
• is that it Is developed as a business organization.
The immediate future of /»«»
On the educational basis it has helped athletes Mitchell at first base is dependent
to receive scholarships to help further their edu- upon his recovery from a leg incation. A boy termed a brute simply because he Jury from which he is suffering.
plays football should not be deprived of a scholar- With the club last season, Mitchell
ship because he is a strong and rugged individual, hit .232 while playing regularly
For the last few weeks as I have sat in nor should a gangling giant of a basketball player at first. Outside of Mitchell, Bill
gymnasiums watching college basketball I have be deprived of a scholarship because he has an Duncan looked prdmising on first
uncanny knack for putting the ball in the basket .during fall practice.
begun to wonder just* what future there is for the
for his own pleasure and the spectator's enjoyLast year's
hardwood sport unless some of the present ridiculous rules are changed. Many phases of the game ment. After all, the people attending these games
mean money to be used for the scholarships and
which were once considered an art are now rapidly
becoming extinct. The pro ranks have already for other college fixtures.
I am sure that a high school graduate would
declared a zone defense illegal, and, according to
not
want
to attend a campus on which an athlete
some of the officiating I have witnessed this year
in intercollegiate, it seems as if any sort of de- did not have a right, to exist, nor would you want
to attend school on a campus where the male
fense has become prohibitive.
The Toledo and Tennessee Tech games were population was made of 'individuals with hornrimmed glasses. So we can say that the meaning
splendid examples of the kinds of officiating which
of sports is authority, between coach and player,
'has been prevalent this year. AJthough Eastern
trained bodies.and qualified officials.' ■*'
put on a brilliant exhibition of defensive basketTTnf'-r'i'nately, rr.- form of. spor)k»'M,fh,isMist.
ball,,, they found that they iw^r- corftbiunal.?. lima*-.
has
flou;^ahed whS 4- *u>t bene^-l to ttve^reai
pered by-whistle-blowing under the basket. It
meaning* of tlTe game. He'does not care for the
seems that this is valid evidence of spme of the
trends in basketball; it is no longer a game of real, meaning qf sports but merely fos the vietory.
aggressive defense play—now it is a contest of He is the Yankee, Notre Dame, and Swaps fan.
because he never backs a loser, he never enjoys
who is the better free-throw shooter.,
a spirit of competition.
SETTING THE PACE THROUGH SPORTS
'
Remember the old saying; "It is not whether
Many of us have heard the argument of you win or lose, but how you played the game."
whether or net intercollegiate activities are beneficial. Most of this type of discussion comes from
Let's all get behind the Maroon as the current
people opposed to such athletics; here are the
cage campaign comes to a close.

W.R.A. Wins
Women's Favor

-

*,

By BERT BACH

Former Maroon basketball stars are doing all
right in the coaching field, according to word from
here and there . . . Walter "Speedy" Raid, a 1950
graduate, has guided his St. Francis High team at
Newark, Ohio, to another conference championship
with a clean sweep of all league games .... His
neighbor and former teammate, at Eastern, Gerald
Becker, has his Breckville High School team in
second place in that conference, having won eight
of the last nine, and Becker says that he has a
junior varsity team coming along that should be
tough in a year or so.
Right here at home, Russell "Buddy" Roberts.
Reid's running mate at guard in the 1846-50 era,
'has done a tremendous coaching job at Madison
Central and presently is boasting a 16-5. record
. . . Chuck MraMvich's Russell County Lakers are
picked to go places in the coming tournaments
. . . Jumping Joe Harper, who started from scratch
at Brodhead two years ago, has brought his squad
along in almost unbelievable fashion . . . Excellent
reports come from Elizabethtown on Ed Shemelya,
who moved" there this year from University High
of Lexington . . . Carl Eagle has produced a fine
team in his first year at Middlesboro.
At Mt. Sterling, Big Jim Floyd has knocked
Off some tough "ones and is having a winning season in his first season of coaching . j, . Shirley
Kearns, sparkplug of Eastern's 1953 conference
champions and N.C.A.A. Tourney entry, has. also
come up with a winning squad in his first year
at Carrollton . . ..;Roger Oeyer, in a newly consolidated school at Clarksville, Indiana, has "reportedly produced a fine organization in the initial
year for both the school and Geyer . . . Guy Strong,
who just this year took over a rebuilding job at
Male, has already won the respect of a lofty perch
in basketball . . . Goebel Hitter, whose Hazard
Bulldogs took the state title three years ago, is
having another winning season , . . Lloyd
"Stretch" Hudnall, a 1947 graduate who has turned
out excellent teams consistently at Wayne County
and Monticello, has been recalled to active duty
in the service . . . Joe Fryz, who returned to his
native state of Pennsylvania two' years ago to
take the head coaching job at Moon Township
High School in Coraopolis, and Bob Coleman at
Virginia High School in Bristol, have also come,
up with winning basketball combinations. Coleman's quintet went to the finals of the state
tournament in 1954.
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scheduled so that both groups may
play. There is no first or second
string team, and there is no set
team for either group. This is
so that every girl belonging may
have a
chance to play.
May Earn Awards "
•
bers
all
have
a
chance
Tne mem
durl
the|r membership to win a
^ t
m *etter
n
The8e
£ward are ^
on a ^nt basis.
So many ^^^ are awarded to
^ ^rl for participation, attend8
ance and extra-curricular sports
,a^
^
8Uch M
m
in ^g
reCreation " room of the Student
Union Bullding.
It usually takes
tne full four years to build enoUgh
points to win a trophy.
"Play Days" Enjoyed
One of the major enjoyments of
the group is the intra-school play
days. These are meetings held
at various schools to which many
colleges are invited. At these,
the different teams intermingle so
that the competition is not school
against school—but merely team
against team.
Eastern's girls have the reputation of being extremely well dressed. At one play day held at U.K.,
one of the department heads was
said to have stated that Eastern
had the best dressed group of
girls on their floor. Their uniforms are near white shirts, maroon shorts and white- warmup
jackets with EASTERN-WRA
'«"*"•» acK)"Jhe *"*•
Fu
" ^ ■"• TriP«
Although the .girls really do
work hard, they Also have a great
deal of fun.. The bus trips they
take to away meets are really
riots and usually the poor bus

leaves

shortstop wide open.' Cliff
Swauger a member of the '56
^^ ' d shannon Johnson are
making a bid for the position,
Third baseman Angus Begley is
member of last year's
the ml
regular infield who should definn^v be*readv for action Begley
hit ^ng and •Hatted in 14 runs
durln& his fjrst season as a regUDickie Dudgeon has also had
lar
experience at third
outfield Hardest Hit
~
Coach Hughes reports that
ffraduation practically turned his .
§utfield into Shambles. Lost from
last year's squad was centerfielder Al Pipes, the elub's leading hit- .
ter with a .463 batting average.
Bobby Brown in right and Manning in left were *also lost via
the graduation route. Don M*
Queen and BUI Boyer are. prof
pects for these positions -ah**
^ Gm and ^^ a y^
county youth who has played seyera! seasons of baseball in the
Bluegrass League.
Schedule Being Made
To date thirteen. games are
listed on the Maroon, - agenda.
Coach. Hughes reports he also has
made tentative .plans for making
a_Tennessee road trip during
KEA ^^IL^,^.
Jio^m£!oA«. w™*
Apr. 3 Miami (D header Home
Apr. 4 Transylvania
Home
Apr, 16 «£*_Home
Apr. 19 Morehead
Transylvania
Away
P •
Away
Tennessee
Tech
W fi
Home
Apr. tt Tennessee Tech
Away
Morehead
^
**ay i
Awaj
May •» Berea
Away
Kentucky
May 7
Home
Louisville
May 10
Home
May 11 Kentucky • •
May 16, it, xo
Louisville
-j f J^-Sini
Aw«y

driver' suffers. Once after such
a trip, the bus drived related to
a man that he had rather haul a
herd of cattle. He didn't know
the man to whom he was talking
was the father of one of the
W.R.A. girls.
A Touch Of Football
Then, of course, there are always times of . trial and error.
Last year, after hockey season
was over it was too early for basketball, it was still too warm to
go indoors. The result was their
deciding to play speed-away, a
game which is a combination of
football, soccer and. hockey. This
led to the great venture of trying
to play touch football. The girls,
knowing little about football, played before an enormous enthusiastic—and -amused—crowd.
Taken By LonleVUle
Saturday, Feb. 9, saw the first
basketball game of the girls' season against Louisville, whose team JUastern fights for defensive rebound just minutes after Middle
was composed of the best players TennesHee game starts. Maroon players pictured are Virgil Butler
".
.
in their intra-mural league, won (10), Jim Miser <22), and Dale Moore. both games.
More basketball games are being scheduled against Morehead,
University of Cincinnati, U.K.,
University of Louisville, Berea and
Transylvania. ^When the games
are definite, why not take a run
to the most popular spot in Richmond
over to the home ones? It's almost certain you'll enjoy it.
=
*

FOLLOW THE CROWD
■

STUDENTS

*

ARE WELCOME AT

Speck's Restaurant

DONALD RAY'S

South First Sttoot

Barber Shop

McKee BWg.

■

1st * Main

-
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Fiery Eastern Tops Middle Tennessee 109-104
Wood, Stivers Lead Maroon Attack
Although confronted with a last ditch rally by Middle:
Tennessee, the Eastern Maroons weathered it out to buck
off the Blue Raiders, 109-104, in Weaver Health Building
Monday night.
^

Eastera's Jim Klser grimaces as he grabs loose rebound,
covered), Dale Moore (52), and Joe Bowles.

Eastern made nay in ^the first seconds remaining in the half,
half for winning insurance but was When the teams went to the locker
outscored in the No. 2 period of room at intermission, the Mcplay.
Brayermen vanned 58-37.
Larry Wood, a guard, and ClayDuring the half Wood had
ton Stivers, a forward, tallied 27 amassed nine fielders and one free
and 24, respectively, in building throw. Stivers had pitched in six
the-Maroons' robust score against fielders and two charity throws,
the OVC rivals.
Ray % Vencill and Jim Riser had
John Price and Ted York eaeh lent good scoring support,
contributed 24 points to the Mid-* Baskets were matched during
die Tennessee effort.
the first couple of minutes of the
Eastern barely squeaked by the second half, then the Raiders
Raiders, 63-62, at Murfreesboro, staged an 11-point scoring spurt.
Tenn., earlier in the season so The Maroons didn't let any grass
Coach Paul McBrayer's young grow under their feet, though, and
team went into the fracas with surged to a 20-point lead, i92-72,
no feeling of having things very with 7:00 to go.
easy.
Next, Price, York and Jerry
However, the Maroons gained Hurst, the center, waxed hot and
an upper hand soon after the start- cut the lead to 11 points. Wood
ing signal. Wood bounced in a hit a fielder and a brace of free
fielder on the tip-off. York coun- throws, then Homer Profitt, a late
tered with a marker to tie the substitute for Eastern, gave Eastscore. Wood broke the deadlock em 100 points with a tip-in on awith a long set shot and Eastern missed free throw by Wood. The
was never headed thereafter.
ensueing action found both teams
Wood appeared as if he couldn't battling on an even keel until the
miss and kept burning the net. score was 109-94, still Eastern's
At 16:03, the score read 15-10, ball game.
Eastern.
Middle Tennessee held the MaWood and Stivers blasted away roons scoreless the last -minute and
and the Maroon lead climbed. Price a half as York and Price poured
and Hurst were keeping the Raid- forth points to ''get within five
ers in the game, mostly with free points of a tie before the game
throws. Eastern boasted its great- came to an end. "
Eastern, reportedly leading the
Other Maroons are Ray Vencill (partially est margins, 23 points, at 47-24
with 5:19 to go and 58-35 with nation in personal fouls, made 34
'Monday night against the Raiders'
22. Four Maroons were benched
on the foul limit.
The McBrayermen now have a
4f4 OVC aecord and one of 7-11

Maroons Out-Distance Tech 115-97 SPRING FOOTBALL LOOMS NEAR
SIDWELL HELD TO ONE BASKET

3ll/¥¥HLs« nCLU IV WIIB »A*«JI\SS
/'•■■•._ ,
,
, ' , ,
, ,,
, , ,..., a. -.,
v.
Eastern's, young but talented Maroons had little trouble
jn annexing their sixth hardwood
February 12, as they walked to an
the Golden Eagles of Tennessee Tech in an Ohio Valley Conierence game.
i:.l'..-L „.-, Q in R
■
The sophomore dominated McBrayermen grabbed a 10-6
lead during the first three minutes of action and then built
-it -to- a 37-1^ advantage-in. the following jseven minutes as

In spring a young 00

,

J ^ W faS?y lig5tly HE «- -~^' cS^^SS

thoughts of—spring football. And, for those of you who and lost seven. Its season record
are involved, the day of reckoning is due to fall in approxi- is 8-10.
S3TElTy*i2 in FSSMSTT S*vs Coach GlenA Pres- M. Ten.
**r PF TP

to

™k|,\ Thig ^ be d(me & an effort to iron t some of Hure£> c
6
the mistakes made during the past season in which the Ma- *"J"-«
\
rSgerid g .' ! I
f
four and f.
won.lost record
nwgeraia, g ....^
Another goal that Coach PresneU win be striving for is the fill- Louisville 14-7 These games were
Totalg
30

7- 8
3- 5
12-16
9-13
1- 4
10-12
2-5

4
4
4
4
1
1
4

9
16
24
21
3
24
8

44-63 22 104
they coasted into a 59-44 halftime lead.
ing of vacancies left, by gradual- JjJ by^otai of « joints. "This Eastern (109) ^
FT PF TP
8l,
4- 5
4 24
»»H«, s«..«w «*-« AoHnn
ui£ ^
seniors,^msl
who are: centers Jer*"»
°*n1 the, ppointed
i^8ence °\
.cathe
.r.f Stivers, f
10
Entire Squad Sees. Action
,
««
a^
less
m»tak«»
out
ha f
He aMed tWQ charity flips
Hutchcraftt
Gabbardt t
2
1- 2
2
5
former
Coach MeBrayer used his entire for a meager total of four points. ike Saviorguard Buba Mar...Nebraska All-American, *Moore> t
2
5
4
0- 0
and
charges of 13 men during the
The red-hot Eastern lads punch^ Chetti; tackles Don Hortman, Bob "
. these are what I want to Kiaer f
^ 5- 6
5 11
Jlnal half as the fired-up Eastern- ed through 45 of 92 shots from Tissue, and Darrell Moore; and eliminate.
Butler, c
7\
4- 6
5
6
ers kept banging away and with the field for a nifty 48 per cetit. halfback Bobby Thompson. The Inter-Squad Game Climax
Kotula» c
1
6: 4
5
5
?lx minutes remaining took a 102- Eagles Hit Low Percentage
Maroons' only consolation is that.
The 20-day spring practice per-*! Profitt, c
3
1
7
1- 1
5-»J
27
4. margin, in the scoring, .
.T?»e Golden Eagles- were'- only these.losses ,will be offset by the iod will be concluded by the an- Wood, g
„....,11
Coach Johnny Oldham's Tennes- able .to find the "range 25 times returning b£some ~ti leiterroen. Mi«»V-'H*F'8^«k-»3!r»":«*' iutwr - »qJkaQ' 'tfvm.-vu, g ...:"?...., A
See quint gave a c*qaor-die dis- during 94 /lings for a 26 per cent' Of these lettirmen afew.of whom game., From the-'looks of things, Bowles, g
2 4-4 * 2 <r
play of spirit during the final six average. The Eagles were "only a lot will Be, expected are: end the keen competition promises to
Totals
...38 33-41 34 J09
nhl* to
tn stay
statv ^Insp"
»u» they
thev did
di<1 tvun
sohuiii AU-OVC
AILOVP for
fn* '55
*KR and
onH make the inter-squad
inter-sauad game
ca.m<> an in
inminutes, outscorine
outscoring the host Ma- able
close~ as
Tom Schulte,
roons 25-13, but the damage had through their regularity at the -sg; tackle Sal Marchese, also All- teresting and exciting event, well
been done .and the final gun halt- freethrow line. The visiting Ten- OVC; and Gary Jump, who was iortn iiie while of all who attend, ..."This is my dance, you know,"
ed the net*twisting 115-97 with nesseans netted 47 charity tosses voted "Most Valuable Back" for This game will be tponsored by
Eastern in command.
while the Maroons caslfed in but the *56 season.
the "E" club and tickets may be
The fray, which marked the 25 heaves from the gratis stripe.
John Sebest, Ronnie Polly, Jim purchased from any member of
"Congratulations," murm u r e d.
second time this season the. MaBOX SCORE
Patton,' Jim Black and Eddie Mil- this organization at the gate.
the demure maiden. "I had
roons had. cracked the century Tenn< Tech (97) Q
F
T ler are a few other experienced
oy Jack Rodgers. thought it was the Junior Prom."
barrier, evened Eastern^ O.V.C. Sexton, f
2
4-'
8 lettermen who are expected to
record at three wins againstthree vVall f
5 6- i
16 bolster tremendously both the
setbacks.
Gish,' c »'ZZZ'.'... 8 18-2
34 team's offensive and defensive
Sophomores Pace Win
Waddle, c
3
612 play.
1
'• It was the second year men Keller, g
5
6rl
J 'Center .Weakest ,
Who once again paced the Ma- Boardman, g .... 1
2- ,
As Coacxi r-resneil sees it, they
U
s
roons. Sophomore guards Ray 5 , '
);
i" J
2 will be pretty well off at.the ends,
4 halfbacks, and quarterback posiVencill and Larry Wood, and for- &iawe
f™£n K
i
i~ •
^ird Dale Moore supplied most
". 8 ••
••_*
*• •
tion.
"But," he asserted, -I'm
the punch for the Eastern five.
97 always looking for improvements.
T t ta
9K
47-70
x
nciU racked 12 fielders and 7~2, _' . '
We need some good alternate
T guards, tackles and fullbacks."
Urity tosses for 31 points and Eastern (115)
G
4 But primarily the biggest need
Wood hit 9 from out and 3 free Stivers, f
2
LOUIE,
4 seems to be at center. At.present
tosses for 21 markers. Dale Moore Gabba^rd, f
2
1 there are only two who are exhad his second straight 20-plus Pike, if
0
THE LOUSE
2 periencd, Lew Higgepboyiam and
• performance, scoring 26 points and Profitt, f
1
2 freshman holdout' John Garrell.
grabbing 19 rebounds. The sopho- Wright, 1
"1
26
■ more forward from Inez registered Moore/ f
8
*S
Little comfort is given by the fact
27 tallies against Toledo in the £isep'/f
*
X" }
2 that Garrell is slated to be" moved
■ Maroons' last battle.
Outlet c
1
0- 1
Kot A c
0 to guard.
Don Gish headed the Tech at"! f """ 5
T r
21
Transfers To Help Fill Gaps
He strolled through a keyhole into my house,
tack as he bucketed 8 fielders and Woo°\ *
~",2
, T <» 4 . 31
In an effort to fill these big
X
A dignified, well-bred upper-class louse;
■ 18 free flings to lead all scorers ^P^ J
l
I" l 3
4 gaps the Maroon monitor will be
He smiled in a most superior way
with 34 points. Kenny Sidwell, £ ""«•, 8_
*
5 10 combing' his squad for capable re4- 4
the Golden Eagles' top scorer, was °°wie^8
••_»
And said, "Man has just about seen his day.
— — placements. Possible solutions to
• for all practical purposes comIf you'll take my advice for what it's worth
.45 25-36 40 115 these problems may be found in
pletely stopped. The 5*10" speedthe sixteen students who enrolled
Treat insects nice, they'll inherit the earth!
ster from Horse Cave Ky., tallied
Score b halves:
the second semester, not to menTry to be beyond reproach
a lone field goal with just nine Tenn. Tech
44 53-97 tJ<m g- men whQ were holdouta
In your dealings with the roach ...
4
minutes remaining in the final Eastern
59 56—115 or wn£> played juat a utUe less
Bedbugs,
ants and spiders, too:
.*"
than lettering requirements. The
Don't forget... WE'RE WATCHING YOU!"
questionable tackle slot may be
filled capably by Ronnie Spenlau,
who was inelegible last fall due
MORAL* Well... until Louie takes
to his transfer.
over, take your pleasure BIG. Smoke
Avenge Last Years Losses
Coach Presnell also explained
Chesterfield .. . and smoke for real!
l_ his reluctance to specifically point
Packed more smoothly by
out too many boys because, as he
ACCU.RAY, it's the tmoofrut
Altering
Waterproofing
Pleating
puts it, "I was generally pleased
k
tasting smoke today.
. Repairing
Moth Proofing
Siring
with *the overall output- of the
squad." Press, -as he is called by
his many friends*also made menPANTS PEGGED OUR SPECIALTY
Sfvtsko for
• Chsstsrflsld!
tion that his chief concern will be
Use our special Student Plan and SAVE
$60 fm mm-, fAHampkicml mrm mcc^Ud for puUiemrevenge for the close losses suftim. a—tmrUU, PX> B*LU. Hmm Yirk 46, N.Y.
fered at the hands of Murray 14■{. Middle. Tennessee 26-19. East
QllMH M
Tennessee 13-\2, Western 14-6 an«

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS

Cleaning and Pressing at its Finest

Phone 7

.—W.TMH** "TV ■•.--«i.v. ,>——;

Free Delivery

am n- • ■- ■■i-i-i* im
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WEDDINGS
MORGAN — JONES
.
r> *M mn .i.„ nt
Miss Anna c. Morgan, ciass oi
15, of Monticello, Kentucky, and
Paul K JOnes of Steams, were
married November 32, 1966, in Tipp
City, Ohio. Their address Is 426%
Wsst Walnut Street.

To Be Supervisor
Earle Adams, a 1949 graduate
Eastern State College, has been
named supervisor of elementary
education in ^e state Department
0f Education.
Adams is a native of Rockcastie County and was formerly
principal of the Jennie Rogers
Elementary School, Danville.
of

«
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HOME FIRES

SCHOOL BELLS

Misses Grace and Florence
Champion, classes of 1937 and 1938,
have been enjoying their new home
this past year at 217 Marshall
Drive in Louisville and acquiring
some additional pieces of furniture. Grace has been spending a
good portion of her time doing
research at the library for her

Miss Sylvia Angel, *47, la now
librarian at Cumberland Junior
College in Williamsburg. She. plans
to .attend library school at the
University of Kentucky this summer.
.
Dr. Robert R. Martin, 'superfntendent of-Public Instruction, has
announced the appointment of Miss
NeU
* Balley M 8uP«!rvisop •* u'
brary Services in die Department
of Education.
**** BaUev received her A . B.
degree at Ea»**rn in 1939 and was
graduated from the University of
Kentucky with an M. 8. in Ubrary
90^09 In 1962. The new supery^^, began j^,. teaching career in
Clay and has been In the Fayette
County schools since 19801, »

thesis.

« .,_., TT"
_- .„
Mr. Alired Dawson, class of 51,
is presentiy employed as a staff
1 £?!« ^Li!™*^ ^ ^Ce
^T^^L-irV»r ^M.r»8'
iW"
•on, the fanner rayeGrittoe, also
^"Sw
h , .^T^ ?T Z*T
fi?^ *£-!?
4«»yette City
bcnooi system.
MT. and Mrs. Dawson live at
122 W Wood atreeVweet Lafay*
ette, Ind.
-—"•
Mr. and Mrs James McWhirter
recently bought a home in Decatur, Ga., 2789 Mount Olive Drive.
They have a daughter, Deborah
Sue, age 5. James, a 1948 graduate of Eastern, is a salesman for
the L-efebure Business Systems in
Atlanta. Mrs. McWhirter was Frances Burleson, class of 1947.

Rev. and Mrs. William A. Floyd, I
class of '49, announce the birth |
of William Anderson Floyd Jr. on
November 15 in Waahingtdn, D. C.
The new arrival is being welcomed
by a seventeen-month-old sister,
Sally Ann.
Mr. Floy(1| who l8 vttgUr of tke
Shsler Memorial Methodist Church
m cabm Johni Maryland, holds the
masters degree from the Univer0ity <* Akrotli a B. D. degree from
Somhern Methodist University, and
is at present completing requirements for the Ph. D. degree at
The American University. MIH,
Fk>yd, the former Sally Souther,
received her master's degree from
the University of Akron.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd may be addressed at 770S MacArttunr BoutpA-:
yard. Cabin John, Maryland.
Mrs. Martha Hammond Browne,
.
^|ass of '89, is teaching this year Lt. and Mrs. Robert L. Roby
ounce toe birth of a daughter,
m Junior High at New Castle, Ky. announce
Lisa Gae, on January 11. Lieutenant Roby, class of '59, is stationed at Fort Rucker, Alabama,
Off. StU. Co. (8481) ARMAS Regt.
Mns. Roby (nee Joan Hill) was
a member of the class of 1955.

Alumni Directory
Published. Molted

Mr. and Mrs. George (Ozzi
After long labor the 50th Anni
versary Alumni Directory hos oeen and Wanda Wofford, Ashland, Kencompleted and printed and is now'tucky, announce the arrival of a
in the mails or in the hands of brand new daughter, Wanda SuJut. Robert Zweigart writes that some 1200 members of the alumni san, born January 9.
he has just completed three months family. It was mailed to all acof training at Fort Bliss, Tex. and tjve members for the years 1955
his new address will be "C" Bat- and 1906.
tery, 496 AAA MSL BN (NKft.
The Directory contains 190
Travis Air Force Base, Calif. In pagea a^ ig aboUt the size of
his letter he says five couples the College catalog. It contains
from Eastern got together at the more than 6.000 entries of names
Fort Bliss Officers' Club for a din- and addresses, most of which It is
ner dance. In the party were LA. hoped are still correct, in spite of Seven alumni who majored 'in
and Mrs. John Zimmerman, Lt. the continual changes of address- industrial arts on the campus have
and Mrs. Bill Baldwin, Lt. and es constantly going on.
recently been advanced into poaMrs. Pete Northcutt, Lt. and Mrs.
Several recipients of the Direc- ittoM wUh Institutions*' of higher
Bob Schneider and Lt. and Mrs. tory have already expressed pleas- learning and state departments of
education. The names of these sev
Bob Mulcahy.
ure with its possession.
en, together with the titles of their
new positions .are as follows:
Fred Bartel, Assistant Director,
Trade' and Industrial Education,
State Department of Education,
Frankfort
Donald Burberry, College of Engineering, Department of Engineering and Drawing, University of
% Kentucky.
'» Braxton Duvall, Department of
Industrial Education, Indiana State
Teachers College, Terre Haute. ,
/
James H. Hall, Industrial Arts
Department, Berea College.
Our Campus Representative
•
L. C. McDowell, Department of
Industrial Education, College of Ed5
BOB TISSUE
ucation, University of Kentucky.
Jake Reams, Department of InV
dustrial Arts, Ball State College,
North Third Street
Muncy, Indiana.
Robert M. Worthing, Assistant 8U7
Phone 11-05
; r
»-nrtsqfe
r«' Industrial/.EducaWojk
»' « !
Department oft Education, *"n«j..
• ' - .
'• ... '
apolie, Minnesota':
t

go67%#>t,

REVEILLE

BASKETBALL CHAMPION, SAYS:
.

VICEROY HAS
THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALL r
SMOOTH ! From the finest tobacco grown, Viceroy selects only
the Smooth Flavor Leaf... Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness!

Industrial Arts
Specialists '
Win Promotion--

■

College Dry Cleaners
"WE DELIVER"

■

-

w

Former Resident
Here Shares Work
On Oratorio

THE BEST 1N
SUPER SMOOTH! Only Viceroy smooths each pufT
through 20,000 filters made from pure cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural!

HOME COOKED MEALS

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
•*■».

':

122 S. First Street
>>>•

w

.-m

*

iM

MADISON
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND

^>v s

CLEANING SERVICE —

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!

V>CERoy

I HOUR —1 DAY SERVICE
WHEN REQUESTED —NO

■

.'

.

EXtRA CHARGE!

Third and Water Streets
iTIUccol

Alumni who were at Eastern j
during the years 1925-31 may have
been reminded of those days last
Sunday while listening to the
world premier radio presentation]
of a Norman Lock wood oratorio,
"Children of God," presented by I
the Berea College Choir and the)
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.
The text of this composition J
was the work of Dr. Clara Chaesjell Cooper, whose husband, €he |
tote Dr. Homer E. Cooper, was
dean at Eastern from 1920 to |
1931. Mrs. Cooper is now chairman of the department of. psy-1
chology at Berea.
The idea of a musical composition based upon the one-ness of
the human race came to Dr. I
Cooper some time ago when she |
was attending another musical or
religious program. It seemed to j
her especially timely in view of
the great present-day emphasis on
human relationships throughout
the world.
Berea College became interested
in Dr. Cooper's idea and commissioned her to prepare a libretto.
The source of the text is the New
Standard translation of the Bible.
The subtitle of the work is "An
Oratorio on the Brotherhood bf
Man."
- The presentation of Part I ef"
. the oratorio last "Sunday Was a
spirited and inspiring rendition.,
f^fntnpt, Courteous, Guaranteed

WATCH fttWtiR

Kessler Jewelry
tWKt LDTTRCLL
WAT0H4kAKI8l

_•_>
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This Is Where
I Your Money Goes
(Continued from Pace One) .
|spent by summer school students.
Mr. Richards pointed out that
llEastem faculty and staff members spend about 1989,532 annually with Richmond merchants and
that maintenance workers spend
1160,000.
Downtown expenditures from
|iEastern just about equal the receipts from the yearly Madison
[County tobacco crop.
Richards pointed out two imIjportant sources ef income for
'Eastern students. The 479 Korean
action veterans have a yearly payroll of $708,432. The ROTC payfroll is 120,000. He did not mention military reserve payments.
The college dairy spends a considerable amount locally for feed
.and supplies and the other departj merits of the college do likewise,
Richards stated. He said one
should not fail to note that special
events including athletic games,
| commencements, conferences and
conventions held oa the campus
bring in customers for downtown
j merchants.
'Detailed Findings
Male students spend $82,800 annually for off-campus living quar■! ters. Men spend $96,810 on
clothing, women $114,036; men
spend $348,560 for food, women
9140,868; men spend $19,986 for
medical service, women $3,536;
i men spend $11,590 for dental service, women $13,304; men spend
$85,636 for gasoline, women $35,508; men spend $23,096 for car repair, women $17,552; men spend
,$26,276 at movies, women $2,236;
men spend $19,196 at barber shops,
women $2,928; women spend $3,1466 at beauty shops; men spend
$11,644 at drug stores, women
$22,784; men spend $27,440 for
| furniture, women $3,532; men bank
! $80,712, women $54,648;, men con| tribute $12,752 at churches-, women $12,656; men spend $10,372 for
school supplies, women $8,408;
men spend $62,456 for laundry,
women $36,158.
Seniors Spend More
Richards said that by classes
1 (men only) a senior will spend
$842 here'annually, a Junior $654,
a' sophomore $564, and a freshman
$450. The higher spending is in
! the upper classes, Richards said,
f because many of the male students are married.
' Richards reminded that all bis
figures were for the entire enrollment but that ef the 15 per cent
of the men polled, 47 informed
that'they bought automobiles here
recently.
A number of students hold part*
.HIYIA jobs. The speaker said for
men this. pan-tijn^em&vmajaj;.
pays aboxir $13T,99V tatf'$»,80*
to women.
*

Faculty Pacts
Mr. Van Peursem attended the
All-State Orchestra Clinic for
Strings and the meeting of the Kentucky Music Federation, Saturday,
February 9.
... - ''
Mr. Kennamer addressed the
Richmond chapter of D. A. R. last
week on the subject of "America
Looks Eastwasd."
Mrs. Venettozzi presented a program of music at the, Madison
High School Founders Day program in Richmond Thursday of
last week.
'• *

■

•

Student Support
Council Considers
Refugee Support
Student Council undertook two
ambitious ideas in its last meeting
Wednesday, -February 18. A committee to look into the possibilities
of bringing a Hungarian refugee
student to Eastern next semester
was appointed. ' Joyce Judy is
chairman and Grace Ann Danner
and Betty June Reed, members.
Second, the Council hopes to be
able to develop some helpful suggestions for changes in the present
registration system of the college.

Mr. Fer'rell and Mr. Parkhurst,
with Mr. Parkhurst's classes in psychology, were in Lexington February 18 for a lecture at Transyl- meeting of the American Associavania College by Dr. Joseph Rhine. tion of School Administration in
Atlantic City this week. ;
'
Mrs. Blanche Seevers, Miss Jane
Mrs. Barnhili addressed the
Campbell, and Mr. Oppelt, members of the music department, at- Richmond Woman's Club yestertended the biennial convention of day on the subject, "Religion and
the Music Teachers National As- Philosophical Trends in Contemsociation at the Congress Hotel In porary Literature.
- • « «
Chicago, February 10-18. .
Mr. Coates and Mr. Martin servas recorders at the SoutheastMiss Cora Lee, teacher of Eng- ed
ern
Regional Conference for the
lish in Model High School, was in Association
Student Teaching,
Lexington February 8 for a meet- which met of
at Lexington Februing of the Southeastern Regional ary 8. The Kentucky unit of
Conference Association for Student AST was host to representatives
Teachers.
for ten Southern states.
The Music Council presented Miss
Mary Jo-Leeds, violinist, and Norman Schmidt, baritone, in a recital in Walnut Hall of the Student
Union Building Sunday afternoon.
....
President O'Donnell attended the
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As it now operates, underclassmen are registered first often cutting seniors out of classes which
they must meet in order to graduate. The Council hopes to have

some influence in bringing about a
reversal of this system.
*
Members of the Council elected)
Mary Kappas, freshman, as their
candidate for Basketball Queen.

BALES PLACE
-

Good Food
E. Main St.

Richmond, Ky.■

■

Have You Tried Our
Cleaning?
.-

. - • -

TOP QUALITY AND FAST SERVICE.
Call or See our Agent on the Campus.. •

Jim Chandler
KEITH HALL NO. 327

j^r. Nagel addressed the faculat a dinner meeting Wednesday
night.
....
Mr. Ault continues critically ill
in the Pattie A. Clay Infirmary
in Richmond.

ty

ROYAL CLEANERS

Studies Group
j Meet On Campus;
Nagle In Charge
The Kentucky-Tennessee chapter
Of the American Studies Association will hold fta annual meeting,
oh Eastern's campus Friday and
Saturday of next week, March 1-2.
Speakers fcr the occasion will include a number fit distinguished
guesls from several other colleges
and universities, as well as members of Eastern's social science department.
The opening session, on Friday
afternoon, at 4 o'clock, will be addressed by Professor W H. Jan•en, speaking on "The Uses of
Folklore," and Professor Lawrence
Thompson, discussing research materials of American studies in the
.Kentucky-Tennessee area. Professor C. Vann Woodward, Johns Hop*
kins University, will epeak at the
Friday evening session, at 8 o'clock,
on "The Popular Uses of History.**
Professor Randall Stewart, head
of the department of English at
Vanderbilt University, will lead a
panel discussion Saturday morning
on the subject, "Taetemakers of
the Old South."
All meetings will be held in the
Student Union. Building, and chief
addresses and panels will be in the
Little Theatre. Those on the campus who are interested in the
themes presented are invited to attend.
Dr. Paul Nagle Is in charge of
local arrangements.
[ Final enrollment figures
semester;
Freshmen ...
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graduate ....
Special
Total

for
S71

«*
«U
2SS
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MESSAGE to Botany majors: today's lesson is easy. No
spore lore, plant cant or stalk talk. Just the fact that
Luckies' fine tobacco is A-1 Puff Stuff! This information
won't help you graduate, but it'll cue you to the beat
smoking you ever had. You see, fine tobacco means
better taste. A Lucky is all fine tobacco... nothing but
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
even better. Why settle for less? You'll say a Lucky is
the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

WHAT IS A PAU ROMCOI

STUDENTS! MAKE *25
rs

Wan Don

DOUt HAMTIN.

a. or teuTttUN c*i

>. ■■*■»

r

i

.'• ■ 11

,

n urnim

M y^^) ZP Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money
VSjJ^ — start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler
•* ^"^ we print—and for hundreds more that never get
used. Sticklers are simple riddles with two-ward rhysting answers.
Both words must have the same number ef syllables. (Don't de
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with your name, address, college
•nd class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67 A, Mount Varnon, N. Y.

Luckies Taste Better
. "JFS TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER i : ; CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I

PA.T. Co.

raSBOCT OP

tX*.mnM*^taniXmmtm ftmymyf

AMEKICA'3 LEADING MANUFACTURES OF CIOARETTES
V

J
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Seniors Should File Credentials
With Emplayment Bureau

■

.

■

Deadline for submitting contributions for BELLE LETTKES, student publication of
the Canterbury Club, Is drawing- near. ALL students are
invited to submit their contributions to Jim Clunk, editor,
or to Dr. P. M. Griae, sponsor.
Short stories, essays, poems or
other prose writing's should be
filed immediately. Students are
asked to limit their contributions to four Items.

Every ifiember of Eastern's Senior Class should, for his
own good, file his college credentials with the Placement Bureau, located on the main floor of the Administration Building, so declares Mr. D. J.-Oarty, director of the Bureau.
And this applies not only to seniors who will teach next
year, but to every senior, no matter what his future plans Don Moore, Bob Denney, Eddie
Arnsperger, Shirley Singleton,
may be.
Mary Jo Treadway, and Herman

Heretofore, seniors who have
Looney.
,
trained for teaching have generSince dues for the Junior Class
ally understood the importance of
were not collected last semester,
the ".credentials record, and as a
the dues for the whole year are,
rule have filed it. But graduates
payable now. One dollar can be
in other areas have neglected to
given to any of the officials of
do so. Apparently they were unAl Hatch, president of the Junior th. .■___
der the impression that the'ser*ce rS ^Bureau was £t 7or <*» announced that work on th* °* *£
them, or else that they did not year sjunior-seiuor prom haa beneed it. This attitude," Mr. Carty «"" This is the biggest project
undertaken by any class on caminsists, is wrong.
pus. The active support of every
Many Calls From Employers
One of his strongest arguments junior at school is needed, if this
Natural Bt-idge will be the scene
|s the fact that many hundreds of dance is to be. as successful as
letters, telephone calls, and per- the ones given in previous years. of the Canterbury Club's annual
The prom will be held in the spring outing Planned at a "meetsonal representatives of possible
- employers *ooinc into his office cafeteria April 26. Since dances in ing Wednesday, February 13, the
♦very year.*
the cafeteria have proved so pop- picnic will be organized by Bert;
Most of these requests, of ular, a large 'turnout is expected Bach, chairman of the outing comCourse, are frpm school systems for this one. The theme and pro- mittee. Doug Robinson, Nellie Whalooking for -teachers. But an im- gram of the Prom have been del- Jen, Shirley Dillow, Betty June
pressive number are from-husi- #gatedto a committee,under the co- Reed, Darlene Johnson, Betty Suo
ness, industry, government service, chairmanship of Eddie Arnsperger Click and Betty TrimbeU will serve
and other kinds of employing es- an(j shelbie Crowe. Other mem- on the committee,
tablishments.
These people who Dera of the committee are Harriet
For. the program Nellie Whalen
Burnam Hall lobby was the scene of Melvin Smlthers' coronation
call, white, or come to the campus Harris, Betty June Reed, Dick Per- entertained with a presentation of as King of the Sweetheart Dance held there Friday, February 15.
«re serinuslv
enm- ry and. Grace
.-■ "
«..i.
•,*
«,
„„„,„
«*
».«_
„...„"..,_;»;„„.
«_,*
D„.,.
»..•
. .
_ .
__._-_
*
are
seriously searchingsearching for com
Pack. Jim Skaggs some, of her own writing and Bert
Sponsored by Collegiate Pentacle, the "vice-vessa" affair was
pel fit college graduates, and they has been given the job- of raising Bach gave a review, of Tennessee
are interested in the kind of cre- the money necessary to put on the Williams' hit play "Cat on a Hot attended by some eighty couples, who danced to the music of the
"Headliners'V King Melvin was crowned by Sarah Norrls, president'
dentials that the Placement Bu- Prom. Hie committee consists of Tin Roof."
of the senior women's honorary.
reau can supply.
Some seniors fail to file their
credentials because they already
have jobs promised or in sight,
' or have plans for self-employment.
Better Now Than Later
Mr. Carty demolishes this argu.
ment quickly. He points out that
no matter how secure or settled
a g raduate's future may look now,
It may be that five, ten, or
twenty years from now he will
find it important to make a
change and will very much need
to refer somebody to his college
credentials. It happens all the
time.
•
And when the need happens late
—several years after graduation
—it is then often too late for a
good report to be assembled. By
that time some of the student's
professors will have gone from the
campus. Others will have forgotten him and his record, at
least to some extent. And only
a shadow of the report he might
©nee have given will then. b,e, possible.
' *»
- •
That sort of thing happens toeBut it ne,ed not happen. • And it
Will not happen if credentials are
filed while the- student and his
Work are vividly in mind—which
means in the weeks or months before graduation.
The time to get busy with this
matter is now. Already Mr. Carty has a sizable file of cards representing calls of one kind or another. But these are for the first
semester only. From now on such
calls will accelerate.
Bin Companies Make Inquiries
Many distinguished names appear on these cards. Among them
are International Business Machines, Eastman Kodak, Atomic
Energy Commission, oil and steel"
companies, insurance, non-profit
service .foundations, and various
forms of government service.
Mr. Carty was asked to comment on what kind of college
training best impresses representatives of business and industry.
He agrees that some college departments give a technical or
specialized training that is especially adapted to some employer
heeds. But his main point, in this
connection, is that the demand is
great for good general-education
background.
General Education Stressed
Industry, in large measure,
likes to train its own people in
the technical and specialized aspects of its work. What is often
demanded is a good general
knowledge of science, history,
literature, the arts, mathematics
perhaps, and especially the ability
to speak and write the English
language fluently and well. Especially is this true in.the growing
needs for people for personnel and
public relations positions of one
kind and another.
...PLUS THE .PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP
Mr. Carty expresses the hope
that no senior will neglect—or delay too long—the sensible obligaWith L*M. ..and only L*M...can you pick tha pack
tion to himself of coming to the
that suit* you boat! And only UM gives you the
Placement Office to arrange for
flavor... th* full, exciting flavor that
assembling the letters of recommikti L&M
mendation and other matters that
AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE
make up his credentials.

Prom Plans
Move Forward

Canterbury Club
Plan^Spring Outing

.

•

Modern!

Pick the Pack that Suits You Best!

Smoke modern L&M and always, get

full exciting flavor

■

